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KITCHENS FOR THE FUTURE
When you buy a kitchen you make an important decision – for yourself, 
for your home and for the future. Not only design, functionality and 
quality play a critical role here, but also sustainability.  That's why we 
offer Greenline - environmentally friendly kitchen cabinets. Greenline 
kitchen cabinets are made of BioBoard, an extremely stable material 
and 90% of this material is recyclable. BioBoard Gen2 complies with 

the strictest emission standards. When it comes to the emission of 
formaldehyde, BioBoard Gen2 meets the F**** standard, which is the 
world´s strictest standard for chipboard which is even higher than the 
standards of CARB2 and E05. BioBoard Gen2 guarantees a healthy  
indoor climate. This means that, in addition to your home having a 
wonderful new kitchen, you´ll know you´ve been eco-friendly. 

environmentally 
friendly and 

energy-efficient 
production

90% recyclable 
material

high-stability 
board material

carbon neutral 
production

reduced VOC 
emissions 

nordic swan  
standards

standards for a 
healthy indoor 

climate

carb2  
standard
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LESS IS MORE
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ZEROX HPL XT | CLASS  UMBRA XT | LAVA XT | BLACK VI

Are you looking for something different -  the beautiful and practical 
handleless kitchen might just be what you want! Modern sleek  
handleless doors and glass doors with thin metal frames.  Or the New 
Dimensions base cabinets, which offer 16% additional storage space 
compared to a standard unit and allows to plan with a small plinth only.  

The floating worktop on the kitchen island makes the kitchen to a 
meeting point for the whole family. The floating Cubes with the built-in 
appliances are a totally new design idea and you can rightly say that 
this handleless kitchen adds a new dimension to the existing kitchen 
ranges.
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AMBIANCE 
GLASS

AMBIANCE 
GLASS

MORE COLOURS 
AVAILABLE
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PUSH 
TO 

OPEN

PUSH TO OPEN XG-K XG-E

XG-D XG-Y XG-A

HANDLELESS OPTIONS
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HANDLELESS KITCHENS
We understand perfectly why our unique handleless kitchens are so 
popular. With the integrated handle rails we create a modern  
minimalistic kitchen design with clean lines. Which in turn creates a 
calm look. An additional advantage of our handleless kitchens is the 
wide variety of possibilities, which means we always have a finish to 

match your kitchen. For example, do you prefer a handle rail   profile 
in a stainless steel colour or similar to the cupboard colour? It's your  
kitchen, so it's up to you. Good to know: almost all of our kitchen  
ranges are available in a handleless version.
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ZEROX BLACK LINE  EUCA MOCCA KQ  |  EUCA CARAMEL KQ 

Do you like a kitchen with an extra sleek and elegant 
look? Then our black line will undoubtedly give you the 
edge, or as the by the name a black line. Because it is 
precisely that horizontal and vertical black edges 
along the tall cabinets and the island that creates such 
a stunning effect throughout the kitchen. Black  

accents are also easy to combine with colours such as 
Euca Mocca and Euca Caramel. And, of course, the 
dark worktop, tall units, glass doors and lighting in the 
cabinets also contribute to the overall impressive  
appearance of this stylish kitchen. In one word? Wow!
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HANDLE-LESS  
MORE COLOURS 

AVAILABLE

PUSH 
TO 

OPEN
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CORE  CARBON BRUSHED METAL DM

Have you always looked for a connection between your kitchen and 
your living room? Then take a look at this beautiful and timeless  
kitchen! The kitchen worktop of the island is divided by a niche in 
which you can place colourful plants, pictures or candlesticks, to name 
but a few. The tall cabinets are separated by Cubes that are perfect 

for storing cookbooks and kitchen utensils. And the wall unit and shelf 
create a logical connection to the living room. Last but not least the 
extra thin cabinet doors are made of aluminium-clad HQF. Because 
the edges of the doors are faceted, the modern look of the entire  
kitchen is enhanced.
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CERAMICA  GREY ROCK CE

The added value of ceramic in a kitchen is unique. Ceramic is both 
beautiful and functional as a material. Ceramic has a luxurious look 
and feel and is known for being a very rigid material and therefore 
wear and scratch resistant. In this kitchen, the doors of the kitchen  
island and the tall cabinets, the panels and the worktop are made of 

ceramic. Furthermore, the cabinets of the kitchen island are  
handleless - you open the cabinets by just pushing the doors - and the 
tall cabinets have a vertical handle strip. The contrasting Cubes with 
kitchen appliances and storage space give the kitchen that extra touch 
of living room feeling.
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STANDARD QUALITY FEATURES

             Pan-drawers fitted with luxury 8 mm smoked safety glass and 
integrated soft-closing system. 

 
             Extra stable 19 mm-thick horizontal shelves.  
 
             The choice of environmentally friendly Greenline cabinets  

(see page 5).  
 
             Concealed wall hanging systems.  
 
             The choice of not less than 26 cabinet colours 

             Aluminium protection trays under refrigerators, freezers and 
sink units.  

 
             5 cm additional working space by using a 65 cm-deep  

worktop.  
 
             Blum hinges with integrated soft-close.   
 
             XTend cabinets for built-in appliances, with doors made to 

measure without using filler panels.

1
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Our kitchens stand for high quality in terms of kitchen doors, ease of use, durability, use of materials and finish. Our kitchens have the following  
9 quality features as standard for good reason:
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

             A continuous line along the doors and side panels.  
 
             Various drawer box options.  
 
             Glass doors in industrial style, with glass shelves.   
 
             Waste bin systems, so you can separate your waste. 
              
              
 

             Various practical interior storage systems.  
 
             Integrated LED lighting inside and outside the cabinets. 
 
             Customisable interiors for drawer boxes. 
 
             Electric door openers.  
 
             Practical storage solutions for corner cabinets.
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The ideal kitchen looks different for everyone. So, in addition to our 9 quality features, we offer you many further options. These allow you to  
implement your personal preferences in all aspects of your dream kitchen:
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IRON | ZEROX  BROWN STEEL KQ | CITY NATURE OAK FM

Brown Steel and City Nature Oak: that may sound like a big contrast, 
but how beautiful it is! The light colour and natural look of the island 
enhance the rustic look of the dark tall units in brown steel. These  
cabinets fitted with a high-quality laminate door and have a tactile 
structure. So you feel what you see. The dark part of the island is taller 

than the rest and extra cabinet space has been created to have an  
ergonomic working height. Inside the glass cabinets, which are available 
in several options, you can present your most beautiful glassware, 
where the interior lighting creates an even more beautiful look.

NEW DIMENSIONS
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POWER  SNOW MX | SNOW LX XGS

The word "design" takes on a new meaning thanks to this eye-catching 
kitchen, where every detail has been taken into account. Looking at 
the island the extra-thin worktop gives the kitchen an elegant finesse. 
The handle rails are integrated into the kitchen cabinets, creating 
clean lines that run along the side of the island. But that's not all.  

The wall panels are fitted with horizontal LED lighting and the drawer 
unit with open pan-drawers gives the kitchen a fashionable appearance. 
Combined with the extra-tall cabinets with extra-long vertical handles 
and you'll understand exactly why this kitchen comes high on many 
wish lists.

CONTINUOUS 
LINES

XXL HANDLES
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QUATTRO | ZEROX HPL XT  BLACK CL | BLACK XT

This kitchen is the epitome of elegance and proves that 
"less" is still "more" –and does so by adding just a few 
refined details. For example, the side panels of the  
island are made of a modern dark veneer. The doors of 
the tall cabinets and the island are made of HPL  
Extreme material, which provides an extremely matt 

appearance and has a large number of advantages 
compared to regular kitchen doors. Among other 
things, the material is equipped with anti-fingerprint 
technology, which makes it super easy to clean.
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CUBES
Our Cubes literally and figuratively form the 
building blocks in your kitchen. Because 
each Cube helps you to create your own 
ideal picture. Use the Cubes, for example, to 
place your kitchen appliances, as extra  
storage space for your cookbooks and  
kitchen utensils or as a wall unit to create a 
natural transition from your kitchen to your 
living room. The Cubes are made of the extra 

matt HPL Extreme material that not only 
looks stylish but is also scratch-resistant and 
features anti-fingerprint technology. Any 
oily fingerprints can be removed in no time. 
Our Cubes are available in the colours Black 
and Snow, to set a modern accent to the  
various door colours we offer.
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WINE CABINETS
Good wine speaks for itself, but which wine 
lover can say no to a beautiful storage cabinet 
in the kitchen that shows the wine bottles? 
Our wine cabinets are available in various 
sizes such as tall cabinets and base cabinets. 
They include solid oak bottle racks and offer 

the option to choose from various glass  
colours for the door. In addition, you can also 
decide for a wine cabinet that can be opened 
on two sides, so that it can serve as a  
connecting element between your kitchen 
and your living room.
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WALL SOLUTIONS
Do you want to make use of empty walls in 
your kitchen or maximise space behind the 
worktop?  Our panelling system Wall  
solutions will offer you lots of design  
options. It is equipped with thin black 
metal rails which can take shelves and  
several storage options.  We offer smoked 
glass shelves, black metal shelves and 
shelves in different cabinet colours and as 

accessories you can have a  tablet / cook-
book holder, a foil dispenser or a knife 
block. And if you get tired of the layout 
after a while you can rearrange the wall 
very easily! Now all you have to decide is 
whether you want your wall panels in the 
same colour as your kitchen, or in a  
contrasting one. But we’re sure you'll  
figure it out!
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FRAMES
Our Stack-up frames create the perfect 
connection between your living room and 
kitchen. The frames are made of brushed 
aluminium frames and melamine or  
veneered panels for a tough industrial 
look.  

Ideal as storage space, trophy cabinet or 
for the family portraits next to your dining 
table. And whether you stack them or hang 
them, our Stack-up frames are guaranteed 
to be an asset to your interior! 
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NEW DIMENSIONS
Because people are getting taller and taller, the ergonomics of kitchen 
cabinets have to follow this evolution. With 'New Dimensions', we not 
only meet this demand for an ergonomic working height, we also add 
an extra dimension when it comes to extra storage space and extra-
thin worktops. We offer you a choice of 4 different options for your 
kitchen cabinets: 
 
       The [X13] is a base unit with a carcase height of 78 cm. Compared 

to the old standard kitchens, which had a carcase height of only 72 
cm, that is an extra 6 cm of height. In addition to the more  
ergonomic working height, this also means that the [X13] offers 
additional storage space.  

       The G78 has the same dimensions as the [X13], but is also available 
in a handleless version.  

       The New Dimensions base cabinet has a carcase height of 91 cm, 
which is 13 cm taller than the [X13]. Ergonomically very attractive 
in terms of both working height and storage space, this means an 
additional 16% extra storage space compared to the [X13].  

       The G91 has the same cabinet height as the New Dimensions, but 
the difference between both base units is that the G91 is the 
handleless version. 

1

2

3
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handleless handleless
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CABINET COLOUR VARIANTS: 
How you can further personalise your kitchen cabinet:  
 
                Choose your favourite cabinet colour for the shelf, or  
                 
                choose your favourite cabinet colour for the back panel or  
 
                choose your favourite cabinet colour for the shelf and the back panel.  
 
 

CABINET COLOURS
Do you have special wishes for the colours of your kitchen cabinets? No problem! We not only do offer a choice of 26 cabinet colours which are colour-
coordinated inside and outside. We also can supply the shelves and the back panel of the kitchen cabinets in many different colours, too.  
This offers a totally new kitchen experience!

1

2

3
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Bardolia real oak Lava Brown wild oak Carbon Snow gloss Daylight grey

Grigio City nature oak Kashmir Magnolia Nogero Old wild oak

Titan Tessilo Truffel Urban wild oak White City grey oak

Sand Black Snow Stone

Umbra

Greenline Gen2 New Dimension

1 2 3

City brown oak Terra grey Grey real oak
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QUALITY CABINETS
You want to enjoy your new kitchen for years to come. Of course you 
will do. That's why all our kitchens come with 19 mm thick horizontal 
shelves. In combination with the 8 mm thick back panel which is fitted 
with screws and routed into the top and bottom shelf this provides 
extra stability for our kitchen cabinets. Moreover, we use the sustainable, 
green and environmentally friendly Greenline BioBoard Gen2.  
 
TECHNICALLY SMART  
By using extra deep cabinets, we create extra space for plumbing and 
connections behind the cabinets. The dark metal hinges are adjustable 
in three dimensions. The kitchen cabinets have continuous bottom 
shelves and our wall cabinets are fixed with a concealed 3-point metal 
hanging system which is adjustable down to the millimetre.  
 

AN EYE FOR DETAIL  
The shelf support holes have a diameter of 3 mm and to ensure that 
the shelves are fixed properly they come with a locking pin. The cabinets 
have a waterproof edging on all sides. On special sink units back panel 
is pulled forward and removable. And underneath the fridge and the 
sink unit there is an aluminium water tray. You see, we've thought of 
everything! 
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Blumotion  
soft-closing hinges

19 mm-thick horizontal 
shelves for extra stability

More cabinet space, less plinth: ergonomic worktop heightFully extendable drawers and pan-drawers

100 mm.

780 mm.
8 mm-thick,  
screwed and  
concealed  
moisture-resistant 
back panel.
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CITY CHIQUE
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INDUSTRIAL FRAMES LED LIGHTNING

SHERWOOD
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ZEROX | IRON  GOLDRUSH KQ  |  SHERWOOD BRONX SY

Industrial style is a very popular trend and this kitchen is a prime 
example of the beauty of this trend. Typical are the cabinet fronts in 
trendy Goldrush and wood decor Sherwood. Combined with the  
Industrial Style glass cabinets and the open shelf unit this is the  
perfect design for a modern loft. The extra-deep worktop provides  

additional working space. The metal frames for the open shelves are 
not only practical but also ensures a continuous line of the shelves. 
And the integrated LED lighting provides the exactly the amount of 
light you just need. 
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FACTORY GLASS

INTERIOR  
OPTIONS
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Choose a frame colour

Stainless steel (only 50mm frame) Black

Choose a frame width

Frame 20 mm 
(only in Black)

Frame 50 mm

Choose a glass type

Crystal glass Diffuse glass Chimney glass Factory glass Quadrat glass 
(only 50 mm 

frame)

GLASS CABINETS CAN BE CUSTOMISED 
 IN THREE 3 STEPS:

1

2

3
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Glass door are a popular solution if you want to put your favourite  
kitchen utensils, elegant glasses or expensive crockery in the  
spotlight. And because tastes differ, we don't offer you just one type 

of glass in one frame colour and one size, but let you decide how to 
design your own unique glass cabinet.

GLASS CABINETS
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ZEROX HPL XT  TERRA GREY XT

Industrial, sleek, modern... All beautiful of course, but what if you want 
a more casual look for your kitchen? Then choose this kitchen! By 
using open cabinets on the back of the island and stack-up frames 
against the wall, this kitchen offers various possibilities to decorate 
your favourite spot in your home to your own taste. Also useful here 
are the shades of grey, which can be combined with just about any  

colour. And the anti-fingerprint technology is a wonderful invention 
for kitchens where little (and large) rascals walk around with dirty  
fingers. Another nice finishing touch are the LED lights under the wall 
shelf, which provide an extra warm colour to this kitchen.
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ZEROX BLACK LINE  TERRA GREY FM

This fantastic kitchen proves that small details can make a big  
difference. The additional units on top of the bank of tall units give 
the whole kitchen a generous appearance. The black integrated 

handle on the kitchen doors fits perfectly into the overall design of 
the kitchen. It's also a clever design idea to have the open shelf units 
with matching black edge to shape the clean lines of this kitchen.

EXTRA 
HIGH
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ZEROX | JEWEL  SHERWOOD MANHATTEN SY | PEARL TITANE PS

This kitchen will undoubtedly be the new center of your home.  
The combination of fronts in different colours and dark metal tones 
creates a sleek and atmospheric look, which is accentuated by the 
black plinths. With the industrial shelving system, you'll have plenty 

of room for your favourite crockery and your collection of cookbooks. 
The XTend kitchen cabinets ensure that no space is lost above the 
built-in kitchen appliances. And while you're preparing dinner, your 
guests will enjoy a glass of wine at the breakfast bar. 
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YOU | CLASS  SNOW MX | SNOW VI

Matt and high gloss meet each other in this modern kitchen in the  
colour Snow. The doors are handleless, which makes the kitchen look 
even sleeker. The island is matt lacquered and the bank of tall units is 
made of glass laminate, which has a deep gloss effect. This gloss is 

particularly noticeable by the use of the black handles over the full 
height of the cabinet doors. To make everything extra tasteful, other 
details, such as the plinths, the supports of the wall shelves and the 
table legs, are also black. 

BLACK 
DETAILS

BLACK 
DETAILS
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LED LIGHTING
No doubt you know about the advantages of LED lights. They are energy efficient and have a long lifespan. But what you may not know is that by 
using LED lighting you can transform any cooking space into a warm and colourful room full of atmosphere. The biggest advantage of LED lighting 
is that we can easily integrate it into your kitchen in many ways, including the stylish dark-coloured fixtures. You have a choice:

             Horizontal LED lighting.  
              
             Vertical LED lighting.  
 
             Round LED spotlights.  
 
             Square LED spotlights.  
 

             Integrated LED spots for glass shelves.  
 
             Up-and-down LED lights that illuminate both, the worktop  

and the interior of the cabinets.  
              
             LED lights in the handleless-profile to accentuate this part  

of your kitchen.

Another great advantage of our Emotion LED lighting is that you can adjust the brightness and colour of the light yourself. Via a touch switch,  
a remote control or even WiFi using an app. So, do you really want your kitchen to shine? Then go for one of our LED lighting options!
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KARO | LUXIO  CITY GREY OAK FM | TERRA GREY LX

A special combination in grey. The island is finished in 
a fine matt melamine with wood decor in the colour 
City Grey Oak. The doors have a thin frame, which is 
kind of a modern shaker door. It provides a contemporary 
sleek look. For a long time, thick worktops were used 

but nowadays they are thin to give the kitchen a  
modern look. The tall units have the colour Terra Grey 
and are matt lacquered. The black details, such as the 
plinth, the square knobs and the supports under the 
wall panels, connect the whole.
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MODERN 
FRAMED 
DOORS

CUSTOMISED 
DOORS
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INDIVIDUAL
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INTEGRATED 
TABLE

HANDLE-LESS
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INFORMA | ZEROX HPL XT  DAYLIGHT GREY MX | ZEROX NOGERO XT

Can you see yourself standing in this beautiful kitchen? 
Note the clever way in which the table has been  
integrated into the island. The doors on this kitchen 
have an integrated milled handle profile that guarantees 
a sleek design. The side panels and top shelf of the 
mid-height units with the appliances on the back are 

extra thin. The extra-tall units for the fridge and freezer 
in a wood design have a vertical bar handle and the 
doors made as one piece.  And imagine how much  
storage space this kitchen offers. Wonderful and  
practical!
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STYLES, SHAPES AND COLOURS
The colour, style and finish of a front is crucial for the look of your  
kitchen. And because tastes can be very different, we offer you the 
largest collection of fronts. Choose from over 3,600 possible  
combinations. Do you want to go for a light, neutral or dark colour?  

Do you want a brushed or sandblasted finish? Or is it going to be that 
super matt or glossy front? Do you fancy for a decorative groove or 
a frame - or does the surface need to be completely flat? It's up to 
you, because it's going to be your kitchen. 

Scan the QR code to 
view the entire range.
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HOME  WHITE MX

This kitchen is a classic door in a modern design. The Industrial Style 
glass doors with Quadrant Glass in the black 50mm wide frame are a 
total contrast to the shaker door with vertical grooves but this is what 
creates the modern effect on this kitchen. The modern moulding along 
the top of the kitchen, the black handles and the glass shelves in the 

kitchen cabinets also are a beautiful contrast between classic and  
modern. And the addition of a black plinth and a black wall board gives 
the kitchen that special contemporary look. It’s a real beauty, this  
kitchen.

QUADRAT 
GLASS
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ZEROX  CITY NATURE OAK FM | BLACK XT

This kitchen demonstrates the power of contrast and harmony. In colour, 
but also in appearance and functionality. The doors, cupboards and 
worktop are perfectly matched and the colour City Nature Oak is 
mixed with contrasting, stylish black. The kitchen contains both,  
handleless cabinets and cabinets with an integrated handle. And the 

variation in open shelves and cabinets create modern break-ups in the 
overall appearance of this kitchen. In addition, the extra tall drawers 
open with a push-to-open technology. Speaking of drawers, the fronts 
and sides are available in various colours to optimally enhance  
the contrast!
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KNOBS AND HANDLES
In kitchens, the handle on the door is the cherry on the cake. The right 
handle can finish your kitchen perfectly. With more than 100 options 
to choose from, we offer you the largest collection of handles. Choose 
from a variety of shapes and styles. From knob  and bar handle to shell 

handle and ring handle. And from sleek design handles to modern or 
nostalgic handles. Of course you can also determine the material and 
colour yourself. 

Scan the QR code to 
view the entire range.
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SAVIO  STONE HL

Fresh, light, spacious and with a perfect finish: that is the description 
this kitchen deserves. Because of the spacious corner unit and the 
beautiful wall units, this kitchen offers precisely the extra storage 

space you desire. This corner setup has a classic and at the same time 
modern touch.
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DUET | MEMORY  WHITE LX | NEW FOREST OAK FL ZERO

A stylish kitchen with a rustic modern look. The front on the island 
has a double vertical groove in a 10 cm pattern and this groove is even 
shown on the end panels. The chunky black handles and the black 
plinths set an accent to the white doors. This is a very stylish  

combination which is complemented by the two tall units in a rustic 
real wood with visible knots. The oak wood is also used for the drawer 
boxes for a touch of pure luxury. 

DOORS UP TO 
234 CM IN 
ONE PIECE
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ERGO  SNOW MX

This modern kitchen offers both - class and cosiness. 
This is partly due to the wooden drawers and drawer 
dividers. The 65 cm deep worktop gives you extra work 
space and makes it easier to clean the space behind 

the tap. In addition, the wall cabinets are fitted with 
mouldings to complete the elegant appearance of this 
beautiful kitchen. Even more good news: the framed 
fronts are available in various colours and combinations!
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PRACTICAL STORAGE

                Internal drawers and pan-drawers. Available for all drawer 
options and always neatly concealed behind a door.  

 
                The Tandem larder cabinet. An ideal solution if you want to 

store a lot of food. Once door is opened the shelves move 
forward and can easily be accessed.   

 
                User-friendly storage systems for cooking utensils and 

cleaning utensils. 
 
                Separate waste bin systems, so you can contribute to a 

cleaner environment.  
 

                Open niche with pull-out drawer, which, for example, lets you 
pull your coffee machine towards you in one convenient  
movement and push it back into the cabinet again afterwards.  

 
                Handy storage system for wall cabinets. This also makes it 

easy to reach kitchen utensils that are higher up or at the 
very back, without having to use steps.  

 
Different drawer layouts, which in some cases can be  
tailored to the style and colour of your kitchen. 
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The ideal kitchen is beautiful and user-friendly. Of course you want to have enough space to store all your kitchen utensils. That's why, in addition 
to the standard shelves in the kitchen, we also offer you the following practical storage options:
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WOOD
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PUSH 
TO 

OPEN

REAL 
WOOD

STACK UP 
FRAMES
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RAW  BLACK 19A

This kitchen owes its pure and robust appearance to its 
wooden doors, here shown in the popular colour black. 
The rustic appearance is enhanced by black details, 
such as the black tap and new black design knobs with 
a textured surface for extra grip.  
 

The 'floating' table in the colour oak with a chamfered 
edge gives extra space for others to join in.  Cosy when 
someone's cooking! Matching wall shelves provide 
space for accessories that can be seen. Also nice: the 
Industrial Style Stack-up frames under the window. 
Awesome! 
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WOOD UNLIMITED

PICK YOUR WOOD EXPERIENCE

CLASSIC LINE 
 
visible wood  
grain, without  
any knots.

FOREST LINE 
 
brushed doors, 
clearly visible 
wood grain and 
small visible knots.

OAK LINE 
 
sandblasted doors, 
deep and clearly 
visible wood grain, 
knots and natural 
imperfections.

CHOOSE YOUR PROFILE

ZERO 
 
flat veneered front, 
without profile.

UNO 
 
one vertical groove 
of 2 mm in the 
middle.

R20/TWENTY 
 
vertical grooves of  
2 mm, 200 mm  
pattern.

R15/FIFTEEN 
 
vertical grooves  
2 mm, 150 mm  
pattern.

R10/TEN 
 
vertical grooves  
2 mm, 100 mm  
pattern.

R5/FIVE 
 
vertical grooves  
2 mm, 50 mm  
pattern.

Are you someone who loves wood? No problem! Because with us you have an almost unlimited number of choices when it comes to wooden doors 
for your kitchen cabinets. Choose your personal favourite in 3 steps:

1 2
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WOODEN COLOUR OPTIONS

Grey  
Forest Oak

New Forest 
Oak

Old Forest Oak Pastel  
Bardolia

Pastel Grey Pastel Loam Pastel  
Shadow

Pastel Smoke Ready  
to paint

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

Arabica Black Carbon Daylight Grey Grigio Kashmir Lava Magnolia Retroblau

Sand Snow Stone Terra Grey Truffel Tundra Umbra White

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR (STAINED OR LACQUERED)3

EXPERIENCE  
THE WOOD  
OPTIONS  
IN-STORE
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HORIZON  BLACK CL

Horizontal lines were the starting point for the design of this fascinating 
kitchen. This can be seen, for example, in the horizontal profiling and 
vertical wood grain on the doors of the kitchen cabinets, which creates 
a beautiful grid effect. The doors are equipped with stylish handles. 

And the wooden worktop and wooden bar stools form a beautiful  
combination with the black kitchen cabinets, the wall cabinet and the 
Industrial Frames.
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Is it a living room, or a kitchen? It's a live-in kitchen! It's also rustic, 
thanks to its wooden fronts with large grain. The tall cabinets are built 
into the wall and equipped with built-in appliances with Paronama-

design. The island has an open lower cabinet and a bar/seating area 
for your partner or child. What's better than cooking with some  
pleasant conversation?

MEMORY  PASTEL LOAM OL
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DRAWER BOX OPTIONS
Drawers have a major impact on the appearance of your kitchen. 
That's why our drawers are available in different versions made from 
wood, metal or even glass. Our metal Zircon drawers are equipped 
with the latest technology and come in the colour Zircon anthracite. 

Of course we also thought about the ease of use. That's why our  
drawers are fitted with a soft-close system as standard. Because the 
drawers are fully extendable, you can easily reach everything.  
Beautiful and practical.

ZIRCON 950  
Super trendy drawer system,  
finished in the modern Zircon 
anthracite colour with dark glass 
sides on the pan-drawers. We are 
proud to use the Grass drawer 
runner technology. Of course, the 
drawer accessories are also 
 available in matching colours.

ZIRCON 1400  
If something above the high  
standard is required. The Zircon 
1400 drawer system is also  
available in the dark Zircon  
anthracite and also has dark glass 
sides on the pan-drawers. As the 
runner technology is incorporated 
in the thin strip of metal, there is 
room for an almost completely 
dark glass side on the pan-drawers.

WOOD  
This solid oak wooden drawer  
system is a feast for the eyes. It 
has a special non-slip bottom. 
This drawer is also available with 
matching cutlery compartments.

ZIRCON CITY  
The Zircon City drawer system is 
identical to Zircon 1400, with the 
only difference being that the 
sides of the pan-drawers are 
wood-coloured instead the glass. 
When it comes to customizing, 
you can choose from the colours 
City Brown Oak, City Grey Oak 
and City Nature Oak.
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MELODY | ZEROX  PASTEL SMOKE S | SNOW FM

This kitchen is for real wood lovers! The modern, white island consists 
of a cooking and sink area, including a dishwasher. This island is  
combined with a beautiful, large bank of tall units containing all the 
necessary built-in appliances, such as a combi-oven and a large fridge-
freezer. The wooden front of the wall cupboard is saw-rough finish 

with a very rough and textured surface. The open niches in the tall 
housings give the kitchen a more open effect. See how the handle  
perfectly matches the robust look of the front. And because the  
handleless island has a thin worktop and thin panels, the kitchen gets 
a super-sleek look.

MORE COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

INTRA LINE
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ERGO | MEMORY  NEW FOREST OAK FL 

2 for the price of 1 often sounds too good to be true. But in this case 
it really is true because we’ve combined 2 wooden doors. The result 
is breathtaking and harmonious. Both the doors of the island and the 
doors of the tall units are fitted with fronts from our Wood Unlimited 

range. The kitchen island has a cosy bar area. The open shelves on 
the wall contain atmospheric LED lighting. So for once you don't have 
to choose between your 2 favourite kitchens!
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UTILITY ROOMS AND LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
UTILITY ROOMS 
Every kitchen should have one: a utility room. Not only in terms of 
your home’s layout but also in terms of its appearance. That's why we 
can supply a utility room in exactly the same style as your kitchen 
and create extra storage space for you and your family. The washer 
and dryer for example can be fitted in an ergonomic height and makes 
that daily housework far easier. This design makes this utility room 
not only beautiful, but also user-friendly. 

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE  
Wouldn't it be nice if your new kitchen and your living room were 
more compatible? We make it possible! We have various options for 
this, ranging from floating base cabinets to sturdy metal frames. Do 
you like the wooden drawers in your kitchen? Then you can also have 
them in your living room furniture!
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INTERNATIONAL PERFECTION
Rotpunkt has been producing kitchens for customers around the 
world for more than 90 years and is known worldwide as a quality 
brand in the field of modern, high-quality kitchens. When you choose 
a kitchen from Rotpunkt, you’re choosing a durable kitchen that will 
give you optimal comfort, years of pleasure and last but not least a 

contemporary design. Kitchens with a wide choice of colours, materials 
and sizes. Equipped with the latest technology and a high degree of 
user-friendliness, thanks to various convenient solutions.  
Rotpunkt, international perfection. 

MADE IN  
GERMANY
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